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DS-85

 

Do you have expanding needs in your mailroom? Then the 
compact DS-85 can help you out. The DS-85 is just right 
for your business, whatever application you come across. 
 
Should applications change or evolve, you can feel 
confident that your investment is protected because the 
DS-85 can easily be expanded or upgraded. 

Easy-To-Use Mail Assembly System 
That Grows With Your Business 

Your Mail Centre Assistant

 
Smart solutions to maximize 
mailroom productivity

To avoid stoppages and maximize 
efficiency, the intelliDeck diverts 
duplicate or faulty documents 
before folding while the system 
is still running.

The high capacity vertical 
stacker will reduce the 
frequency of unloading, thus 
enabling other tasks to be done 
in the meantime. It requires less 
handling and makes it possible 
to complete up to 500 
envelopes every 8 minutes while 
running at maximum speed.

Automatically adapting 
to your needs 

No need for trained 
operators thanks to 
load’n Go automatic job 
set up. Just load 

documents and envelopes and press the 
button to Go! The DS-85 will adjust all 
settings automatically and even save them 
to the memory for instant recall.
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DS-85

A flexible solution for every mailroom

Thanks to Neopost’s unique flexFeed 
technology, you can load any document 
size in each of the 6 feeders. The variety 
in applications is up to you. 

 
The Manual Feed mode  
automates processing by hand

The Manual Feed 
mode allows you to 
process up to 10 
sheets fed by hand, 
stapled or unstapled. 
Ideal for personalizing 
mail for just one or a 

few individual recipients. It provides 
you with a professional looking mail 
piece with all the benefits of DS-85’s 
mail processing.

Cascade feeding
Continuous operation  
is achieved by  
cascade feeding.  
If one feeder runs 
empty, another  
one automatically  
takes over.

Create your own professional looking mail piece

Collating documents before folding 
them is not only faster than 
collating them in the envelope, it 
also ensures a perfect presentation 
and reduces the risk of jamming.

With our powerFold technology you 
can crisply and quietly fold up to 10 

pages in single fold and 8 pages in tri-fold. The clam shell 
design of the DS-85 allows easy access to the folder.

Total mail flow optimization:  send more for less

The Neopost insert’n Mail solution allows you to automate 
your mail flow by connecting the DS-85 to a Neopost 
mailing system.  
 
Together you can 
reduce production 
time and process  
all your outgoing 
documents in one 
convenient step.
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Adapt your system to your needs

The DS-85 can be expanded from 2 up to  
6 stations at any time, providing additional 
capacity and protecting your investment.  
Simply add the right module at the right 
time – as your company grows. The 
multiple function options allow you to take 
on more jobs, further optimizing your 
productivity.

The modular design of the DS-85 gives  
you peace of mind and ensures that your 
equipment investment is cost-effective 
today and into the future.

Special feeders for 
expanding needs

These optional feeders 
have been specially 
designed to handle a 
wide variety of paper 
types, including coated 
material and even small 
booklets.

maxiFeeder for 
substantial needs

Load up to 1,200 sheets 
or 325 reply envelopes 
in the optional 
maxiFeeder.

2 stations 4 stations 6 stations
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DS-85

Environmental 
Commitment

The DS-85 carries Neopost’s  
Eco-Label; our commitment to 
a clear and consistent set of 
environmental performance 
criteria used in the design 
of our products.

How we reduce our environmental 
footprint:

• Neopost limits the equipment 
weight and the amount of raw 
materials used for production

• The volume of our packaging is 
kept to a minimum and is 100% 
recyclable

• Packaging for the DS-85 represents 
less than 20% of the total weight of 
the packed product

• The user-friendly sleep mode helps 
reduce energy consumption

• We develop our products to 
ensure a minimum recyclability 
rate of 75%

 

The Complete  
Document Process

FinanceHR Marketing

Transactional  
mail

Trans-promo 
mail

Marketing  
mail

1

Optical mark and barcode 
reading technology ensures the 
right document is inserted into 
the right envelope, everytime

2

Optimize your postal 
costs and expand your 
business opportunities

3

With Neopost’s Output 
Management Software (OMS), 
you have the ability to make 
your document intelligent 
by adding optical reading marks

Full content control and security you can rely on

Thanks to its exclusive scanning device, the DS-85 can read any type of coding such  
as optical marks and 1D barcodes. Optical marks and barcodes can be printed  
anywhere on the document. This unique feature provides full flexibility to meet any 
document layout requirement.

To accurately assemble personalized mail runs and those with a varying quantity of 
documents per set, the DS-85 includes several automatic features to ensure  
that every recipient receives the right mail piece, everytime.

• Reading of sequencing marks allows you to control printing accuracy  
and inserts can be selected based on customer profile.

• Optional Integrity Checking Software ensures 100% accurate  
mail processing.
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Why Choose Neopost?

Neopost is a world leader in mailing solutions 
and a major player in digital communications 
and shipping services.  

Our innovative solutions help guide and 
support organizations in how they send and 
receive communications and goods, helping 
them to better connect with their customers.   

In today’s world of increased dependence on 
technology, Neopost believes that one thing 
remains unchanged: the real engine for 
success is people. Because it’s people who 
drive business forward. Neopost appreciates 
and nurtures the human side of business and 
thinks of its customers as individuals, not as 
organizations.  

We believe in creating partnerships based on 
trust in order to meet customers’ changing 
needs.      
 
Find out more at neopost.ca

1-800-636-7678
Neopost maintains the highest standards for 
quality, safety and the environment. We are  

ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 14001 certified

DS-85

 
 

Integrated Service and Support

When it comes to operating and maintaining 
the productivity tools you’ve invested in, 
Neopost is right by your side to keep your 
communications flowing at a price you can 
afford.

DocuCare is a selection of service packages 
for Neopost Mail Assembly Systems.  Each 
package is designed to meet a service 
standard that you’re comfortable with and 
give you peace of mind knowing that Neopost 
is the right partner for your business.  

We guarantee to keep your mail assembly 
system operating smoothly and efficiently. 

Specifications

Speed Up to 4,000 envelopes / hour

load'n Go™ Automatic Setting Standard

flexFeed™ Multi-Format Feeder Standard

Multiple Sheet Feeding Standard

Cascade From All Feeders Standard

Number Of Feeders Up to 6 feeders

Job Memories 25

Manual Feed Standard

Document Feeder Capacity Up to 725 sheets

Envelope Feeder Capacity Up to 325 envelopes

maxiFeeder™ Capacity Up to 1,200 sheets

Short Feeders Optional

Output Options Vertical Stacker, Side Exit, 
Conveyor (Optional)

Fold Types Letter, Z-Fold, Single, Double 
Parallel, No Fold  

Document Height 3.5” - 14”

Document Width 5.1” - 9”

Document Weight 16 - 66 lbs.

Envelope Length 3.5” - 6.3”

Envelope Width 6.3” - 9.7”

Set Thickness 2.5 mm

Mail Quality

secure’n Feed™ Doubles Detection Standard

Accumulator Standard

Barcode Reading (BCR) Hardware Standard 
Software Optional

Optical Mark Reading (OMR) Hardware Standard 
Software Optional

Mail Piece Production Control (MPPC) Optional

powerFold™ Folding Capacity Up to 10 sheets

Tip-to-Tip Sealing Standard

Budget Optimization

Output Management Software (OMS) Optional

insert’n Mail™ Collection Optional

System Specifications

Length x Depth x Height (6 stations) 72” x 16.5”x 36.5”

Weight 242 lbs


